Results of a double-blind cross-over trial of
vamorolone in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD):
an alternative to traditional corticosteroids
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• Evaluate the efficacy and safety of continuous 48-week vamorolone treatment.
• Assess efficacy of VAM 6mg/kg in patients switching from PDN 0.75 mg/kg in period 2 of the study.

Methods

• VISION-DMD (VBP15-004) is a 48-week randomized, double-blind study comprising two periods.
– During Period 1, 121 patients were randomized 1:1:1:1 to vamorolone 2 or 6 mg/kg/day,
prednisone 0.75 mg/kg/day, or placebo for 24 weeks.
– During Period 2, patients continued their initial vamorolone dose or crossed over from placebo
or prednisone to vamorolone 2 or 6 mg/kg/day.
• The patients were 4–<7 years of age at baseline with centrally confirmed DMD who could walk
independently without assistive devices and complete the time to stand from supine (TTSTAND) test
without assistance in <10 seconds at baseline. The patients were steroid-naïve at baseline.
• This analysis is conducted in patients who were randomized to receive vamorolone 2 or
6 mg/kg/day throughout the 48-week study, modified intention to treat-2 population (Figure 1) as
well as evaluate the impact of efficacy on patients switched to VAM 6mg/kg in treatment period 2.
• Participants who did not have an efficacy measurement in period 2 were excluded (All randomized
subjects who had at least one dose of study medication and had at least one post-baseline efficacy
assessment during Period 2 were included; this was the primary analysis population at Week 48)
• Global efficacy was assessed as change from baseline to week 48 in time to stand (TTSTAND)
velocity, 6-minute walk distance (6MWT), Time to run/walk 10 m (TTRW) velocity, North Star
Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA) score, Time to climb 4 steps (TTCLIMB) velocity and was modelled
using restricted maximum likelihood-based mixed model for repeated measures (MMRM).
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5.3 (0.9)

5.4 (0.9)

5.4 (0.9)
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TTSTAND (sec)

6.0 (2.4)

6.0 (2.0)
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6-MWT (m)

317 (60)

313 (56)
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Height (percentile)

32.0 (29.2)
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34.2 (30.1)
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Weight (percentile)

43.1 (29.0)
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BMI (percentile)

63.5 (27.9)
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6MWD, six-minute walk distance; BMI, body mass index; mITT-2, modified intention to treat-2 population; MMRM, mixed model for repeated measures;
TTRW, time to run/walk 10 m; NSAA, North Star Ambulatory Assessment; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 1: Study design for VISION-DMD (VBP15-004).
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• Of the 121 patients randomized to the study, 56 received vamorolone during Periods 1 and 2.
– Two of 56 patients discontinued treatment during Period 2 (1 adverse event [AE], 1
consent withdrawn).
• Thirty patients received prednisone during Period 1 followed by vamorolone treatment during Period 2.
– All 30 patients completed vamorolone treatment at Week 48.
• Baseline characteristics were similar for age, although differences were noted in favor of PDN for
select efficacy variables as well as height, weight, and BMI.
• For the primary endpoint, TTSTAND velocity, the effect seen at Week 24 for the continuous
vamorolone 6 mg/kg group was maintained until Week 48, with a significant difference vs.
continuous vamorolone 2 mg/kg at Week 48 (p=0.001) (Figure 2).
• For the continuous vamorolone groups, in the other secondary efficacy endpoints, vamorolone 6
mg/kg/day showed greater improvements in motor outcomes compared to 2 mg/kg/day for 6MWT
(p=0.047) and TTCLIMB (p=0.031), while similar efficacy was observed for TTRW (p=0.375) and NSAA
(p=0.602) (Figure 3).
• Prednisone-treated participants (Period 1) that crossed over to vamorolone showed maintenance of
efficacy across all efficacy endpoints for vamorolone 6 mg/kg/day: TTSTAND velocity (0.05 vs 0.04
rises/sec, compared to baseline), 6-MWT (40 vs 29 m), TTRW velocity (0.26 vs 0.19 m/sec), NSAA
(4.7vs 4.0 points) and TTCLIMB (0.07 vs 0.08 tasks/sec).
– These changes were similar in magnitude to that seen with continuous treatment with
vamorolone 6 mg/kg/day throughout the study.
– For the vamorolone 2 mg/kg/day group, statistically significant differences were seen vs. placebo
at Week 24, but overall, the effect was lower than for vamorolone 6 mg/kg/day or prednisone
0.75 mg/kg/day and not consistently maintained for all efficacy endpoints.
• Placebo-treated participants in Period 1 that crossed over to vamorolone in Period 2 (delayed
starters) showed an improvement in multiple efficacy outcomes after the switch to vamorolone.
– Improvement in multiple efficacy outcomes in delayed starters post-crossover to vamorolone
6.0 mg/kg/day were observed (TTSTAND velocity, TTCLIMB velocity, 6MWD, NSAA; all p<0.05).
• The most common adverse event of special interest (AESIs) in Period 1 were Infections, GI
symptoms, Cushingoid features and Behavior problems:
– Infections (vamorolone 2 mg/kg/day: 43.3% [n=13]; vamorolone 6 mg/kg/day: 32.1% [n=9];
placebo: 44.8% [n=13]; prednisone: 38.7% [n=12])
– GI symptoms (vamorolone 2 mg/kg/day: 30.3% [n=9]; vamorolone 6 mg/kg/day: 28.6% [n=8];
placebo: 27.6% [n=8]; prednisone: 25.8% [n=7])
– Cushingoid (vamorolone 2 mg/kg/day: 6.7% [n=2]; vamorolone 6 mg/kg/day: 28.6% [n=8];
placebo: 0%; prednisone: 22.6% [n=7])
– Behavior problems (vamorolone 2 mg/kg/day: 16.7% [n=5]; vamorolone 6 mg/kg/day: 21.4%
[n=6]; placebo: 13.8% [n=4]; prednisone: 31.8% [n=10])
• During the 48 weeks, three serious AEs were reported in the continuous vamorolone groups:
perforated appendicitis (6 mg/kg/day), asthma (6 mg/kg/day), and viral gastroenteritis (2 mg/kg/
day), all considered unrelated to vamorolone.
• No serious adverse events (AEs) were reported after the switching from prednisone to either
vamorolone dose.
• The frequency of AEs (all AEs adjusted by duration of treatment) was reduced after the switch from
prednisone to vamorolone (Figure 4).
– Out of all AESIs, the largest reductions in total AEs by patient/year were seen in behavior
problems (prednisone to vamorolone: 1.1 to 0.5) and gastrointestinal symptoms (prednisone to
vamorolone: 0.75 to 0.6).
– No subject switching from prednisone reported Cushingoid features on vamorolone 6 mg/kg/day.
• Body mass index (BMI) stabilized for the continuous vamorolone 6 mg/kg group in Period 2 after an
initial increase observed during the first 24 weeks BMI remained stable in subjects switching from
prednisone to vamorolone 6 mg/kg/day.
• No stunting of growth was observed with either vamorolone dose in the continuous
vamorolone groups.
– The average baseline height indicated a height lower than in the general age-matched population
in keeping with known natural history (Table 1).
– Mean (SD) change from baseline to week 48 for vamorolone 2 and 6 mg/kg/day was 0.13 (0.277)
and 0.29 (0.355) in contrast to stunting of growth known to occur with corticosteroids.4
• Stunting of growth observed with prednisone during Period 1 was reversed during treatment with
vamorolone during Period 2 (Figure 5).
• Decreases in serum bone biomarkers (osteocalcin, procollagen I N-terminal propeptide [PINP]) and
collagen I C-Telopeptide [CTX], and alkaline phosphatase [ALP]) seen in the prednisone group during
Period 1 were quickly reversed after the switch to vamorolone during Period 2.
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Figure 4. Rates of all TEAEs and AESIs, in patients
who switched from prednisone 0.75 mg/kg/day to
vamorolone 2 or 6 mg/kg/day (Safety-2 population)
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Figure 5: Change in height z-scores, in patients
who switched from prednisone 0.75 mg/kg/day to
vamorolone 2 or 6 mg/kg/day (Safety-2 population)
Change from Baseline (SEM)

• Vamorolone is an investigational dissociative steroidal anti-inflammatory drug that seeks to retain
efficacy and potentially reduce select safety concerns in patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy
(DMD) compared to corticosteroids via changes to structure/activity relationships with the
glucocorticoid receptor.1
• A series of open-label studies (VBP15-LTE, NCT03038399) in boys with DMD suggested a favorable
efficacy–safety profile over 30 months of exposure.2
• The efficacy and safety of vamorolone were investigated during the first 24-weeks (Period 1) of the
VISION-DMD (VBP15-004, NCT03439670) study:
– The results of the primary analysis at 24 weeks have been reported previously.3
– The study met its primary endpoint; both doses of vamorolone (6 mg/kg/day and 2 mg/kg/day)
showed statistically significant and clinically meaningful improvement in functional outcomes vs.
placebo after 24 weeks of treatment.
– Height percentile declined in prednisone-treated, but not vamorolone-treated participants.
– Bone turnover markers declined with prednisone treatment but not vamorolone.
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Conclusion

• For the continuous vamorolone groups, efficacy of vamorolone 6 mg/kg/day established at 24 weeks was maintained over 48 weeks across
all outcome measures, while only across some measures for 2 mg/kg/day. There was no loss of efficacy after switching from prednisone to
vamorolone 6 mg/kg/day.
• Vamorolone treatment was generally well tolerated at both continuous dose levels throughout 48 weeks and for patients who switched to
vamorolone during Period 2.
• For subjects who continued on the same dose of vamorolone throughout the study, the safety profile was consistent at week 48 compared to the
results previously reported at week 24.
• No stunting of growth was seen with either vamorolone dose, consistent with data previously presented from long-term open-label studies.
• Subjects switching from prednisone to vamorolone resumed normal growth, and experienced reductions in select other side effects, as well as
reduced impact on bone biomarkers.
• BMI z-score stabilized in Period 2 in the continuous vamorolone 6 mg/kg group.
• The longer-term results of the VISION-DMD (VBP15-004) study confirm earlier findings regarding the sustained efficacy with a differentiated
safety profile in patients switched from prednisone to vamorolone and presents data on switching to vamorolone following treatment with
prednisone.
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